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MARINE ELECTRIC SYSTEMS, INC., designed CML MACARRTM brand power
equipment to deliver rugged and dependable performance. Whether you
require stationary or mobile power supplies or battery charging equipment you
can count on high quality and exceptional value.
CML MACARR Mobile and Stationary DC Power Supplies
Ground support, aircraft starting and convenient low voltage power
Both our stationary and mobile DC power supply units are built to deliver
dependable long term performance. They meet RF interference requirements
and demonstrate good inherent load regulation and low ripple. Each unit features
heavy intermittent load capability and weatherproof construction suitable for outdoor duty. Mobile models feature large pneumatic tires for easy maneuverability.
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CML MACARR DC power supplies are capable of operating in parallel with other
units of the same model with no paralleling interconnection required. Every unit
includes 2% accurate output voltmeter and ammeters. Models up to 400A employ
magnetic circuit breakers for on-off control and reliable overload and short circuit
protection. They are convection cooled. Models rated at 600A and higher include
electro-magnetic starter with overloads, push button on-off control and thermostatic
fan cooling. 400A units provide a three position voltage control switch to provide
a + - 10% output voltage variation around the nominal to compensate for line voltage
variation while 600A units contain internal transformer tap changing with an easy
access panel.
All units feature non-aging, hermetically sealed, silicon rectifiers on efficient
aluminum heat sinks and high temperature dual winding power transformers for
long, maintenance free operation. All include “power on” lights.
CML MACARR Battery Chargers
Lightweight, compact and versatile, CML MACARR chargers from Marine Electric
Systems are typically used in military and high performance commercial applications.
Model 40-30 BCN, for example, is a versatile unit which meets the requirements for
small multi-purpose battery chargers. It can charge a wide variety of batteries up to
36 volts nominal (18 cells) and 300 ampere hours. The charger is a fully regulated,
current limited stable source for float charging utilizing SCR’s with magnetic gating.
A fully discharged battery can be safely recharged with this model. As an example
of efficiency, a 130 AH battery can be recharged in 7 hours. The unit is designed for
easy maintenance. All electronic components and adjustments are readily accessible
behind the front access door.
Marine Electric Systems offers the ability to produce power supplies and battery chargers
with performance characteristics which exceed those described here. Contact us and
we’ll be pleased to discuss your special requirements.
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